Issue 266, 3 March 2014

War, what is it good for? Absolutely nothing.
As the war clouds gather over Russia and the Ukraine, market sentiment is subdued, even as a raft of
economic data out in the US this week is expected to provide further fuel for the US rally. It's a
wait-and-see scenario but perhaps a good time to take advantage of any dips.
Today we introduce a new article called From the top. Every two weeks we plan to put a CEO or MD of
a listed company on the hot seat and get the inside story on what's going on at their company.
Also today, Paul Rickard writes about our Switzer Super Report Portfolios for February.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Could comrade Putin steal away this rally?
by Peter Switzer
It should have been all systems go for another good
week on the stock market, with Wall Street powering
to another all-time high on the S&P 500 index, but the
dark shadow of Vladimir Putin has cast doubt on what
stocks might do this week.
War clouds
On Friday, the New York Stock Exchange recovered
from negative territory with 30 minutes to go to power
into a positive close. Technical work from the likes of
Gary Stone gave him the green light to go “fully
invested” in the US S&P 500. But none of his market
readings could have factored in Vladimir Putin.
Before all of this, the SPI said the local market should
open up 16 points in the positive but enthusiasm for
equities was dented a tad with Russia rolling into the
Crimea.
Am I getting too dramatic about this Ukraine
skirmish? Well, have a look at what The Guardian ran
with around 8am Sydney time: “Vladmimir Putin
tightens grip on Crimea, bringing region to brink of
war!”
Geopolitically crazy events like this can spook stock
markets. And yep, it did hurt the S&P/ASX 200 with
the index starting down about 6 points – so Putin has
robbed us of 22 points and a positive start to the
week.
But it won’t be all Crimea concerns this week for
stock market investors, with an enormous run of
important economic data set to be put on show. This
show and tell will be huge in both the USA and here.
From the States we will see key manufacturing and
services sector readings, car sales, the Beige Book,
which snapshots the economy, and the all-important
jobs report.

Coming in from the cold
All of these readings will be adjusted for the polar
snap that has been hitting the USA, but late last week
both housing and consumer sentiment numbers
showed the economy was doing OK against Jack
Frost.
Remember the run of data will affect views on
tapering and then this will affect US stocks and then
the greenback. That in turn will hit the Oz dollar and
will help or hurt our stock prices.
I argue a lower dollar will be good for our index and
for those dollar-sensitive stocks, such as CSL and
Resmed.
Already the threat of war has pushed the Oz dollar
down to 88.99 US cents, with international fears
always good for the US dollar and gold, which is up
about $11 in early trade to $US1,333.31.
Also weakening the dollar was the latest China
manufacturing reading, with the purchasing
managers’ index (PMI) falling to 50.2 – an
eight-month low – in February, which means it is still
expanding but at a slower rate.
This is still an OK reading, so don’t get too stressed
about this one.
Meanwhile, in Australia, it will be huge on the
economic reporting front. We will get business
indicators, our Performance of Manufacturing report,
home prices, the balance of payments, an RBA
interest rate decision, building approvals, economic
growth, car sales and retail trade.
Playing Putin
OK, so how do you invest for this Putin play?
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Remember that without the Ukraine, problem stocks
would have headed up until the run of economic data
kicked in. If the data was leaning to the positive,
stocks would have kept spiking.
If the US and local data is more good than bad, then
any sell-offs linked to this Crimean craziness could
well be another buying opportunity.
The expected short-term rally could be hit, but even
after September 11 rocked stocks, the market
rebounded back!
If it wasn’t for Putin, I’d be very bullish for the
short-term ahead of another sell-off, which would be a
buying opportunity again. However, for now, I will be
waiting to see how stock prices respond to this
uncertainty but I will be looking for value to be created
by this new dose of European madness.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The Switzer Super Report portfolios in February
by Paul Rickard
A strong February saw the S&P/ASX 200 close at
5404.8, reversing all of January’s losses, to be up
1.0% for the year to date. Our portfolios recovered to
finish in the black, with our high-income portfolio
matching the accumulation index, while our growth
portfolio underperformed by almost 1%. Earnings
season dominated the market, and while the sector
movements were generally in a small band, there
were some quite material movements in individual
company share prices.
In this our second review for the year, we look at how
our portfolios performed in February.

confined to the ASX 100;
Within a sector, weighting the stocks broadly
to their respective index weights, although
there are some biases; and
Of course, we looked for companies that pay
franked dividends and have a consistent
earnings record.
The growth-oriented portfolio takes a very different
approach to the sectors in that it introduces biases
that favour the sectors that we judge to have the best
medium-term growth prospects. Critically, it also
confines the stock universe to the ASX 100 (there are
many great growth companies outside the top 100).

Portfolio recap
Performance
In January, we made some adjustments to our
Australian share ‘Income Portfolio’
and ‘Growth-Oriented Portfolio‘.
The purpose of these portfolios is to demonstrate an
approach to portfolio construction. As the rule sets
are of critical importance, we always commence a
review by briefly recapping the key portfolio
construction processes applied.

The income-oriented portfolio to 28 February is up by
1.73% and the growth oriented portfolio is up by
0.83% (see tables at the end). Compared to the
benchmark S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index (which
adds back income from dividends), the income
portfolio has largely matched the index and the
growth oriented portfolio has underperformed by
almost 1.0%.

The income portfolio is forecast to generate a yield of
5.01%, franked to 90.4%. The construction rules
applied include:
Using a ‘top down approach’ and introducing
biases that favour lower PE, higher yielding
industry sectors;
To minimise the market tracking risk, adopting
a rule that says our sector biases in the major
sectors (financials, materials and consumer
staples) will not be more than 33% away from
index;
Identifying 15 to 20 stocks (less than 10 is
insufficient diversification, over 25 it is too
hard to monitor), with a stock universe

Most sectors up in February
Most sectors finished in the black in February (see
table below), with only telecommunications in the red.
When the impact of Telstra’s dividend is included,
the sector finished up by 1.4% for the month.
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Many of the sectors that had suffered the most in
January, performed the best in February, with
consumer discretionary up 6.2% and financials at
4.8% being the two standouts in this area. On a
year-to-date basis, there is no clear trend – with most
sectors up and if anything, individual company
performances (up and down within the same sector)
being the callout.
The laggards of 2013, utilities and A-REITs (property
trusts) are among the best performing sectors of
2014, up 6.5% and 3.8% respectively.

Our income-biased portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 28
February 2014) is listed on the following page.
Growth portfolio
Similar to our approach to the income portfolio, we
applied a ‘top-down’ approach to the industry
sectors and introduced biases that favour the sectors
that we feel have the best medium-term growth
prospects. The growth-oriented portfolio is overweight
health care, consumer discretionary and industrials;
underweight financials and property; and largely
indexweight the other sectors.
Critically, we have biased the stock selection to
companies that will benefit from a falling Australian
dollar – either because they earn a major share of
their revenue offshore, and/or report their earnings in
USD – such as CSL, Amcor, Brambles,
Computershare, BHP and Rio.
Other biases include Woolworths over Wesfarmers;
CBA and Westpac over ANZ and to a lesser extent
NAB; and the selection of Crown and JB Hi-Fi.

Income portfolio
The income portfolio is overweight financials,
consumer staples, utilities and telecommunications;
underweight materials and consumer discretionary;
and broadly index-weight the other sectors. It also
includes an allocation to property trusts (REITs), and
somewhat more exposure to the “cyclicals” through
the selection of stocks from the industrial sector.
With these sector allocations, we would expect this
portfolio to moderately underperform relative to the
benchmark price index in a strong bull market, and
moderately outperform in a bear market.
For the first two months of the year, it is matching the
index. Inclusions of stocks such as Leighton, Orora
and a marginally overweight position in Woolworths
are compensating for the performance of an
overweight position in the Commonwealth Bank.
It is forecast to generate a yield of 5.01% in 2014,
franked to 90.4%. The early indications from the
dividends declared in the February reporting season,
suggest that the portfolio should marginally exceed
this target.

The portfolio is lagging the index by almost 1.0%. JB
Hi-Fi and Commonwealth Bank are the main
laggards, despite both companies reporting strong
results in February. Short sellers are active in JB
Hi-Fi, so it may be some time before this stock
recovers. Amcor, Toll and Primary also reported
during the month, and haven’t fared that well with
their reports, leaving investors somewhat
underwhelmed. At this stage, we feel it is a little
premature to make any changes – however, we will
keep all these positions under active review.
Our growth-oriented portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 28
February 2014) is listed on page 6.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Income portfolio

* Income includes dividends declared payable.
Growth portfolio

* Income includes dividends declared and payable.
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From the top - Navitas
by Rod Jones
Navitas Limited (NVT)
Company: Navitas (NVT)
GICS Sector: Consumer discretionary
Industry Group: Consumer services
Industry: Education and training
Broker consensus:

Source: Yahoo
1.

Why did you want to become CEO?

I was a co-founder of Navitas and had been
instrumental in establishing our college network. I
have taken the key leadership role in the company
since it was established.
Name: Rod Jones
Years at company Navitas: 20
Curriculum Vitae: Rod has 30 years’ experience in
educational administration and has held a number of
senior administrative positions within the Government
and the private education sectors. His background
covers both secondary and university education,
including being Deputy Director of the Tertiary
Institutions Service Centre and the Secondary
Education Authority in Western Australia.
Rod has been involved in international education
since 1987 and is one of the co-founders of Navitas.
In 2007, he was awarded an honorary doctorate from
Edith Cowan University for his contribution to
international education in Australia. Rod was the
2008 Australian Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the
Year.

2.

What is your managerial style?

I have always been a ‘hands on’ leader and liked to
be across all aspects of the business and know what
is going on. More recently, due to the significant
growth in the company, it has been necessary to
delegate more and empower the senior managers to
take more responsibility for their part of the Navitas
operations. I try and encourage the right balance
between innovation and entrepreneurism without
compromising on quality. I am also a strong advocate
for taking a team approach to management.
3. What is your percentage ownership of
company and is remuneration linked to
ownership?
As one of the founders of the company I currently
own about 12%. My remuneration isn’t linked to my
ownership in any way.
4. Describe your business plan and strategy for
the company.
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Navitas is comprised of three divisions. Our core
business provides courses for international students
to pathway into university. We have 32 pathway
colleges around the world, mostly in English speaking
countries such as Australia, UK, US, Canada and
New Zealand. SAE is our second division and that is
the world’s largest creative media education chain
with 58 colleges around the world. The third division
provides a broad mix of English language training, as
well as vocational and higher education courses in
areas of key demand across Australia.

outcomes, maintaining strong business relationships
with our partners, managing costs and employing and
developing the best people.

Our future growth strategy is to continue the rollout of
our college network around the world, with a key part
of our focus being on the US.

12. Can you provide guidance for the current
financial year?

5. What is the company’s competitive
advantage?
Navitas focuses on achieving results for our students
and partners and has built a strong reputation for
achieving quality academic outcomes over our
20-year history. This can’t easily be replicated and
now acts as a major competitive advantage. Also, we
are very good at what we do.
6. Who are your main competitors? How do you
rate them?
There are only three main competitors in our sector
globally. We treat them with a healthy respect.
7. What is your priority for the next six months,
12 months and two years?
My priority is implementing our growth strategy, which
aims to double the company in the next five years.
9.

Do you have global growth plans?

We already have extensive overseas operations with
colleges in 27 countries, however much of our
planned expansion will occur overseas.
10. What are your company’s main challenges?
Are they specific to your company or your
industry?
Our challenges aren’t necessarily that different to
any business. We need to maintain a focus on quality

11. Were your company’s most recent financial
results better, or worse, than the market
expected?
We had provided some guidance to the market on
earnings so expectations were pretty much in line
with reality.

In October 2013, we stated that we expect FY14
earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and
amortisation (EBITDA) of $138m to $148m. This still
stands.
13. What are the main risks to this guidance, or if
no guidance is provided, what are the main risks
to the company meeting its goals this year?
Our key risks tend to be longer-term factors, such as
changing regulation or government policy, so we are
confident of achieving our target this financial year.
But that said, there is always the unforeseen issue
that can impact either positively or negatively on the
result, although at this stage of the financial year it is
unlikely.
14. What is your dividend strategy (payout
ratio/franking etc), and how much will you be
returning to shareholders this year?
Since listing, we have paid a dividend equating to
100% of distributable income in fully franked
dividends. However, with more of our earnings being
generated overseas, we are now holding our full year
dividend at current absolute levels until we reach an
80% dividend payout ratio.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
A lot of action, but not many themes. This is probably
the best description to characterise the final week of
the local February reporting season in terms of
stockbrokers updating their views and calculations
while corporate reports continued to hit their screens.

NZ, albeit the NZ increase is of lower quality.

While the week past saw more rating downgrades
than upgrades, for the second week in a row, there’s
decidedly more positive news in adjustments to
valuations, price targets and earnings estimates
where, apart from resources and related stocks
contributing heavy cuts to the downside, the
underlying current is clearly positive, which should
provide support.
It will be a lot quieter in March.
In the good books
Graincorp (GNC) was upgraded to Neutral form
Underperform by Credit Suisse following Graincorp’s
AGM. Volume expectations are in line with forecasts,
although efficiency benefits are not as solid as hoped
for and capex expectations have been increased.
That said, the broker suggests GNC offers value on a
medium term view.
IRESS (IRE) was upgraded to Buy from Hold by
Deutsche Bank, following its earnings announcement.
Earnings were in line with the broker’s forecasts,
while profit was ahead. The raised dividend was the
key positive surprise. Deutsche Bank observes solid
growth prospects in Australia and UK wealth
management, driven by regulatory change and
product roll out.
Nib Holdings (NHF) was upgraded to Neutral from
Sell by Citi. Nib has guided to below-industry
policy-holder growth in FY14. The broker is lowering
forecasts for Australian resident health insurance but
this is more than offset by increases for students and

Prime Media (PRT) was upgraded to Outperform from
Neutral. Prime Media’s earnings lift took all by
surprise. Full-year guidance was maintained but the
broker now thinks this is conservative, given the
second half skew. With an 8% yield, the broker
suggests PRT is compelling value on a 10 times
multiple. Moreover, the abolition of media rules would
see PRT as the obvious takeover choice for Seven
West (SWM).
Virtus Health (VRT) was upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by UBS. Virtus Health turned in a mixed
first-half result that met UBS’ revenue estimates but
fell short of net profit after-tax estimates.
Management said Queensland and site expansions
and refurbishments dragged on the first half and
guides for a pro-forma second half. Employee costs
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grew in step with revenue, suggesting to UBS the
core business structure was firm. UBS expects
stronger cycle growth in the second half and no nasty
surprises.

quadrupled FY14 loss projections and sets the target
price at 20c – a 50% discount to FY14 projected net
tangible asset backing to reflect the continuing
deterioration of the asset base.

Whitehaven Coal (WHC) was upgraded to Add from
Hold by CIMB Securities and to Overweight from
Neutral by JP Morgan. Never mind the financial
numbers, this story is all about total capital
expenditure on Maules Creek remaining within
budget and this increases the valuation on offer.
Whitehaven is generating a lot of cashflow and if
capex remains inside budget, the risk for negative
surprises diminishes. This year’s forecast has now
been pushed into the negative (loss) but future years
have been lifted, modestly. The interim results were
better than JP Morgan forecast. Maules Creek is on
track for first production in 2015. Despite no obvious
near-term catalysts, the broker takes a longer view
and upgrades to Overweight from Neutral, given the
stock is trading at a sizeable discount to the
risk-weighted valuation.
In the not-so-good books
AGL Energy (AGK) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse. AGL
posted a big miss with retail the major
disappointment, blamed on mild weather, weak
demand, discounting and higher operating expense.
Management has retained full-year guidance, which
the broker finds very optimistic and thus anticipates a
downgrade later down the track.
BlueScope Steel (BSL) was downgraded to
Underperform from Outperform by Credit Suisse.
Although the first half result pleased the broker,
exceeding the guidance at the AGM, the rating was
downgraded to Underperform from Outperform,
reflecting the share price strength. Credit Suisse
notes all segments improved and the company
appears to be moving in the right direction.
Boart Longyear (BLY) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie following its
result. The main news was the securing of amended
debt covenants to gain a temporary suspension of
interest cover. The group has said its capacity to
meet its financial obligations is uncertain and has
initiated a strategic review. Macquarie has

IOOF (IFL) was downgraded to Hold from Buy by
Deutsche Bank. The first half earnings missed the
broker’s forecast. The result highlighted relatively
stable gross margins and cost discipline despite an
increasing regulatory burden. Deutsche Bank
believes the company is well placed to benefit from
industry consolidation, supported by a solid balance
sheet but the rating was downgraded to Hold from
Buy on valuation.
Mermaid Marine (MRM) was downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Macquarie. Mermaid Marine
expects FY14 earnings will be flat, mostly because of
hold ups at the supply base. The company has
acquired Singapore vessel business, Jaya, for an
enterprise value of $449m, funded by an equity issue
at $2.40. Macquarie thinks the deal looks marginal
but the value will ultimately come down to the
management of the assets over the longer term. The
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rating is lowered to Neutral from Outperform, because
of slower underlying growth in FY15 and the
acquisition risks.
Qantas (QAN) was downgraded to Underperform
from Neutral by Credit Suisse. The first half loss was
better than the broker expected. Second half
operating conditions are about to deteriorate, with
Credit Suisse noting January looks to have had the
weakest domestic load factor in the history of the
broker’s data. The company needs asset sales to
fund its way through the second half to avoid an
equity raising, although some kind of government
liquidity backstop is considered an equally likely
outcome.
Transfield Services (TSE) was downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Credit Suisse. The first half
results were well below forecasts and Credit Suisse
wants more proof for the turnaround story. The
margin decline is a concern for the broker, despite the
benefits from cost savings. Balance sheet repair has
been pushed out further.
Treasury Wine Estate (TWE) was downgraded to
Underweight from Neutral by JP Morgan because of
reduced valuation support as well as the possibility of
more disappointing earnings in the second half and
FY15. JP Morgan thinks the bull case emanating from
the potential to liberate value through asset
divestment is either priced in or flimsy.

The FNArena database tabulates the views of eight
major Australian and international stock brokers:
BA-Merrill Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Radio gaga – APN success story
by Greg Fraser
In 1933, President Franklin D Roosevelt used the
radio to great effect to explain his policy and
decisions on a number of important issues.

Radio Network, has a market share of 27%. That puts
it ahead of Fairfax Media’s 13%, level with DMG
Radio but behind audience leader Austereo (part of
Southern Cross Media Group) at 34%.
The Radio Network (TRN) dominates New Zealand
radio in talkback, music and sports categories and
virtually splits audience share with the other main
competitor.

The radio industry has certainly changed since then,
but remains a viable niche media market with an
important role in the music industry.
Last week, the industry itself became the news
regarding two deals – one that worked and the other
that clearly didn’t.
The one that worked
APN News & Media (APN) finally had a chart topper
with its acquisition of the other half of its radio joint
venture across Australia and New Zealand for $246.5
million. APN raised $132 million from retail and
institutional shareholders for the purchase and barely
batted an eyelid in doing so.
APN’s share price has happily lurched out of its fox
hole and the company’s prospects suddenly seem a
whole lot brighter.

The company now sees radio, outdoor and digital as
its growth assets, noticeably excluding the substantial
newspaper business still within its portfolio of assets
(or perhaps newspapers are a liability these days?)
APN will now fully own 12 radio stations across the
major metropolitan cities of Australia with brands
such as KIIS 1065 in Sydney with the newly poached
breakfast duo of Kyle and Jackie O. Let’s hope APN
knows what it has got itself into in that respect.
Now that APN owns 100% of the NZ and Australian
radio joint venture, it can consolidate the assets and
the cash flow, which creates a substantially
strengthened group business. The additional cash
flow will be used to reduce group debt.
Radio will now contribute 42% of group operating
earnings, up from 26% prior to the acquisition.
The one that didn’t

It now owns ARN and TRN. ARN, the Australian
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Contrast that deal with the shambles going on
between John Singleton’s Macquarie Radio and
Fairfax regarding the extended talks about merging
their respective radio businesses.
It seems relations between John Singleton and
Fairfax Media have turned a little X-rated, with Mr
Singleton using crass language to describe the state
of discussions between Macquarie and Fairfax.

themselves.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Fairfax acquired its radio assets for $350 million back
in mid-2007 for a 14 times multiple of the radio
earnings of just $25 million in FY07. In comparison,
APN is acquiring the joint venture radio assets for a
6.9 times multiple of operating earnings.
Fairfax had ideas that the radio business would
diversify its earnings away from the metropolitan
newspaper business it owns, but has since changed
its mind on the benefits of owning radio assets and
has been actively trying to sell the assets since 2011.
Fairfax’s radio assets include Sydney talkback
station 2UE, that has been unprofitable for several
years and shows no sign of recuperation. It does
own, however, the lucrative 3AW station in
Melbourne, which remains undisturbed as the number
one talkback station in that market.
The metropolitan radio industry in Australia generates
around $700 million a year and has grown at an
average annual rate of 3.7% for the last decade.
Regional radio adds another $300 million in revenue
so that the total radio industry represents
approximately 8% of total advertising expenditure in
Australia.
Although that number now pales in comparison with
the almost $4 billion spent in online advertising last
year, it still generates reasonably attractive returns. It
can also punch above its weight in terms of political
clout and public awareness, thanks to its often
boisterous and cantankerous shock-jocks with
outsized personalities and opinions.
APN’s radio transaction has certainly changed its
complexion and outlook for the better, but it seems
Fairfax remains lumbered with an asset it doesn’t
know how to run or even sell. Maybe that is a
reflection of its management rather than the assets
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Earnings season wraps with top marks
by James Dunn
As the interim reporting season winds to a close, the
verdict appears to be that it was good, but not great.
Overall, profits were up by about 12%, according to
Deutsche Bank, and that helped the benchmark
S&P/ASX 200 index gain 215 points, or 4.1%, over
February – more than regaining January’s 3.3% loss.

Importantly, the general strength of the results
coming out in February allowed analysts to boost
their estimates for full-year earnings to June 30.
Macquarie Equities summarised this trend as follows:

The health of Australian companies certainly can’t be
considered uniform. But fortunately for the overall
market, the best exemplars of corporate wellness
were in the sectors that drive the Australian market –
resources and banks.
The star performers
Perpetual’s head of investment market research,
Matthew Sherwood says four sectors – materials (the
miners), banks, healthcare and consumer
discretionary – delivered 96% of total profit growth of
$4.9 billion, and 80% of the $3.4 billion increase in
dividends.
Overall, on the “beat rates” we’ve been following
through the season, Shane Oliver, head of
investment strategy at AMP Capital, says 53% of
companies exceeded expectations (compared to a
norm of 43%); 66% of companies lifted profits from a
year ago (compared to a norm of 66%); 64% of
companies increased their dividends from a year ago
(up slightly from around 62% in the last two years);
and 56% of companies saw their share price
out-perform the day they released results.
A slightly different take comes from Credit Suisse
strategist Hasan Tevfik, who says only 22% of
companies missed dividend expectations, while 35%
failed to meet earnings per share (EPS) expectations,
and 50% missed on free cash flow (FCF) predictions.
(Free cash flow is the cash flow available to the
company after all capital spending and maintenance
requirements have been met, and the dividend paid.)

And Macquarie says the interim results have enabled
the top-line (revenue) growth forecasts for the
full-year to be lifted to 6.5%. That’s important
because the last few years have seen companies
generating profit growth mostly through cutting costs
out of their business – which can’t go on indefinitely.
Investor return
Dividends were a big story of the season. Oliver says
dividends surged by 14% from a year ago, mainly
driven by the market’s heavyweights, such as Rio,
CBA and Telstra. He says the dividend payout ratio –
the proportion of net profit paid out to shareholders as
dividend – is “still not excessive” at 64%, adding that
higher dividends are usually a sign that companies
are confident about the outlook.
The dividend flow has resulted in a fascinating
argument that would have been unthinkable just a
few years ago, and which shows the massive clout
now held by self-managed super funds (SMSFs).
Credit Suisse’s Tevfik points out that companies
have “tried hard to keep their dividend-hungry
investor base happy. In many cases, these are the
self-managed super funds, who now own more than
16% of the Aussie equity market.”
The best use of capital
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What’s not to like about that? Well, some institutional
investors have been increasingly vocal about the
trade-off that companies make between lifting
dividend payout and boosting investment in future
growth through acquisitions or funding expansion
projects. We’ve only seen the start of this dilemma
over the best and most appropriate use of capital,
with economists and fund managers on one side and
investors – particularly SMSFs – on the other.

needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

SMSF participation in the market is not only changing
the way management teams think, it is changing the
way stocks are viewed. This is particularly the case
with bank stocks, where foreign investors scoff at
over-valued Australian banks, while SMSF
shareholders look to their after-tax dividend yields
and ignore the price/earnings (P/E) and price-to-book
valuation comparisons.
From the interim reporting season, it looks like the
profit cycle has turned up, and companies are still
getting quite a bit of help from the weaker Australian
dollar and the prevailing low interest rates. Economic
data continues to be mixed: for example, while the
December NAB business survey showed business
conditions at a two-and-a-half-year high, the
December quarter capital expenditure report showed
that business investment fell by 5.2% in the quarter.
But the companies’ outlook is positive, and that’s
why earnings estimates have been lifted – although
the industrials’ outlook is still a concern. (This sector
contains some of the market’s real worry areas, for
example Qantas and QBE.)
The top 20
On the following page is a snapshot of the top 20
companies by market capitalisation, how the interim
season treated them, and where full-year (FY14)
earnings and dividend expectations have them
trading. Bear in mind that for companies with a June
30 year-end, interim dividends have been declared.
The augmenting power of franking credits on the two
super-fund tax rates – 15% in accumulation phase,
zero tax in full pension phase – is readily apparent.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
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Buffett’s circle of competence
by Barrie Dunstan
After the weekend release of Berkshire Hathaway’s
2013 results and the letter from Chairman Warren
Buffett, a few sceptics might be quietly wondering
whether Buffett might have lost his Midas touch.
Over the last five years, Berkshire has lagged the
S&P 500 index – notably in 2013 when the index
soared 32.4% and Berkshire’s book value per share
rose only 18.2 % – making it four years out of five of
under-performance.
Looking for acquisitions
But the Oracle of Omaha reassures shareholders that
he still thinks the company can outperform in years
when the market is down, or only moderately up. And,
while it always is hard for such a heavyweight
investor to add value from new acquisitions, Buffett
and his partner Charlie Munger are still looking for
large “elephant” deals similar to the $US18 billion
spent last year buying a majority of HJ Heinz and NV
Energy.
Corporate acquisitions often subtract value (Buffett
readily admits to several investment mishaps) but the
group has a disciplined approach to investments,
Buffett and Munger don’t invest unless earnings five
years out are priced reasonably. If they can’t
estimate those earnings, they move on to another
prospect. They call this staying within the circle of
their own competence.

Sit and wait
Buffett’s approach, once he has selected his stocks,
in fact is to simply sit there and allow growth to
compound. Over the past 49 years, Berkshire has
achieved total growth of more than 693,500% (that’s
not a misprint) or 19.7% compound a year. This
makes many investors (both professionals and
amateurs) dream of investing like Buffett – but lack
the many decades of experience and accumulated
wisdom. And he says he tried everything – charts,
listening to commentators and watching the tape –
before becoming a disciple of Benjamin Graham’s
text, The Intelligent Investor and its message of value
investing.
But, instead of hankering for these skills, investors
should buy the broad market (he suggests the
Vanguard S&P 500 index fund) instead of trying to
pick winners. Over the same period, that index fund
has produced a total gain of 9841% or 9.8%
compound a year.
Buffett’s “how” of investing involves amateurs using
index funds to achieve diversification and low costs.
As for the “when”, Buffett has two pieces of advice:
don’t sell when the news is bad and don’t buy when
prices are booming. In what is possibly his quip of the
year, Buffett quotes the late Barton Biggs: “A bull
market is like sex. It feels best just before it ends.”
An eye on the future

This involves strict discipline: ignoring current
economic or political environment or other’s views
and not chasing anticipated price rises in a long-rising
market or wanting to be “where the action is.” It
takes confidence in your own belief and strength of
mind to ignore the yelling of the market players who
are, in effect, forever urging investors “Don’t just sit
there; do something.”

In fact, Buffett is putting his money where his mouth
is – both now and in the future. His will directs that his
widow’s cash should be split 10% in short-term
government bonds and 90% in an S&P 500 index
fund. That strategy, he says should prove superior to
the results of most other investors (pension funds,
institutions or individuals) who use high-fee
managers.
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And he also has a 10-year bet, involving a $US1
million stake, with a New York money manager (Ted
Seides of Protégé Partners), that the index approach
would beat a selection of five hedge funds over a
10-year period. ‘
So far, that challenge is tracking well for Buffett. At
the end of 2013 after six years, the S&P has done
43.8% and the five hedge funds are lagging with only
12.5% growth.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Some stability in property market
by Penny Pryor
After the previous week’s record high auction
clearance rates, last week’s auction data was a little
softer, which is probably a good thing, given the
ongoing talk about the potential for a price bubble in
property.
The average weekly clearance rate of the combined
capital cities dropped to 72.8% from 76.2%, with
2,680 auctions recorded compared to the 2,905 the
previous week.
Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities

Home values rose over the week in four of the five
capital cities that RP Data monitors, with Melbourne
jumping by the biggest amount in a week of 0.8%.
Sydney’s prices rose by 0.4%, bringing its total year
to date increase to 1.8% and behind Melbourne’s
3.2% growth in year to date prices. Brisbane prices
continued to fall – by 0.3% over the week and 1.1%
over the month.
The average annual growth in the combined five
capitals of Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide
and Perth is now sitting at just under 10%.
Capital city auction clearance statistics
(preliminary)

Source: RP Data
Sydney continues to lead the pack but its auction
clearance rate dropped under 80% to 77.9%.
Melbourne’s clearance rate was 73.9% last week.
Adelaide had the next highest clearance rate of 75%.
Capital city auction clearance rates (preliminary)

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Source: RP Data
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Shortlisted
Peter Switzer was very impressed with Ardent Leisure's chief executive Geoff Shaw and his subtle positivity
about his company's prospects, when he interviewed him on Switzer TV last week. Ardent Leisure previously
made the short list in courtesy of Geoff Wilson a few months back. You can watch the interview here.
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